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Studio views
interviews saRah schUg & PhiliPPa sNoW
Photography JeReMy lieBMaN & gRégoiRe PleyNet 

Is the artist’s studio a nucleus of creativity? Or is it more comparable to 
the printing press, where a story, already formed, finally gets committed 
to paper? Whether silent and solitary warehouses removed from the 
world, or teeming parlours entombed in congested urban sprawl, studios 
all come with props: friends, frills and hubbub for some, nothing but 
sagging sofas and white spirit-soaked rags for others.

the New york skyline from saRah MoRRis’ studio
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adeliNe de MoNseigNat, london

“ i’m a city girL, 
aNd souNd is 

Quite soothiNg ”

adeline de monseignat has been working in 
and around south London for most of her 
professional life. Born in monaco in 1987, she 
moved to the city at 17 and currently works out 
of make space studios in Lambeth alongside 
20 other artists. it’s a compact space, and its 
close proximity to a railway station should feel 
more intrusive than it does; especially to an 
artist whose work is so deeply rooted in nature. 
But the only sound we can hear is a faint 
industrial rumble. “i’m a city girl, and sound is 
quite soothing,” she shrugs. “actually, one of 
the pieces i have in the ronchini gallery purrs 
whenever the room is quiet. i used to leave it 
on as i worked to relax me.” a chalkboard near 
her desk is covered with ideas and aphorisms, 
mainly related to motherhood and origin. one 
note simply reads: ‘empty eggshells’. magazines, 
including the latest edition of the art review 
are stacked on the desk, giving an overall 
impression of cosy clutter. there’s a dog-eared 
vintage armchair for slouching in. it’s covered 
in a heap of tattered fur coats like some 
slumbering animal. everything feels a little 
warm and earthy, and womb-like. the front-
room ambience is intentional; adeline says 
that she has to feel like she wants to be there, 
especially as she tends to work long hours. 
she has recently begun to perform her own 
experiments in glass blowing, with varying 
results. she brandishes one slightly irregular 
cone of glass like a sceptre. an early attempt 
with a charmingly offbeat outcome. “if i knew 
how everything would turn out every time,” 
she says, laughing, “i’d get extremely bored!”

↓ 
adeliNe is currently an artist in residence at 
Point B in New york 
 
adelinedemonseignat.com

a blackboard calendar helps 
to keep track of all upcoming 
shows and events and fabrics 
used for sculptures

a mountain of tools, materials, sketchbooks and books including 
the Manifesto of surrealism, griselda Pollock’s Matrixial 
Borderspace, Freud’s the Uncanny and alain de Botton’s Religion 
for atheists, to name a few

desk close-up. the top used to 
be an old london train station 
sign. some ink pots used for 
fur-like drawings

a shot of the ‘creapture’ (sculpture-creature) MotheR iN child 
made for the yellow Wallpaper show in 2012, based on a feminist 
short story by charlotte gilman Perkins. the creapture’s weight and 
length match the artists’s as a newborn
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Neil belouFa, Paris

“ if you have a smaLL 
studio, you eNd uP doiNg

smaLL thiNgs ”

When we dropped by Neil Beloufa’s Paris 
studio, he was busy finalising installations 
for exhibitions in Bregenz and milan. “Before, 
i mainly worked on-site in the galleries 
themselves,” Beloufa explains. “But one summer 
i had six exhibitions coming up and i had to 
finish everything in a month, so i was forced to 
find a studio.” the studio is located in a large 
warehouse-like building in the suburb of ville 
Juif. even though he has occupied it for almost 
three years now, it still gives off an unlived-in, 
uninviting feel. there are no personal effects; 
not even a desk. Beloufa has been flitting 
around the world for the past few years, taking 
up artist residencies and doing shows and 
projects from vancouver to New york, and he 
never gave up this space, but it quickly becomes 
clear that he doesn’t want to spend his life 
here. “i only come here when i’m not shooting, 
installing a show or in a meeting. When i really 
need to.” he doesn’t really have visitors, and 
never collectors. “i just come here to work and 
be efficient and i want to leave as quickly as 
i can. it’s not a nice place to hang out. there 
aren’t many seats, it’s cold, it rains on the 
inside,” he says. “it can be depressing to be all 
alone in the studio. But i don’t like the kind of 
studio life with coffees and beers at the end of 
the day, and i hate to have music playing,” he 
says. so does this sort of environment influence 
his work? “yes,” he answers. “if you have a 
small studio, you end up doing precise, small 
things. Because i had a big studio from the 
beginning, i started with large-scale pieces.” 
even the choice of materials is connected to 
the setting, he says: “sometimes i use whatever 
materials are left lying around. i don’t have 
wood so i use whatever i find, there’s just not 
enough time to go to the wood shop.”

↓ 
Neil’s work will be on show in la’s hammer Museum 
in May 
 
neilbeloufa.com

saddle drawing

Plexi glass panels, and something i don’t know near it
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display structure for a 
video projector, part of 
an installation for a show 
in Bregenz

 
 
Plexi glass panel for the same 
installation

spring cleaning in the old studio. couch and parts of artworks

New space with tools in the back

eye mask and metal used for saddle-building

saddle in the making
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PieterjaN giNcKels, brussels

“ this is my Loge 
over BrusseLs ”

of the ten years that Belgian artist Pieterjan 
ginckels has been exhibiting, six were spent 
without a studio. time was, he created all 
his pieces on site. “most stuff just happens 
inside my head,” says the artist. and although 
he can now claim his very own studio in the 
countryside outside Leuven, a lot of his work 
is still carried out in his flat on Brussels’ hectic 
Boulevard anspach. “i like it because it doesn’t 
belong to a neighbourhood, and also because 
it’s the busiest, most contested street in the 
whole city.” the setting, which he calls his loge 
over Brussels, inspires his art: “it’s so generic 
and i’m very interested in the plain level zero 
of our society. Being here helps me to comment 
on the present from within the present.” When 
he wants to get away from it all, ginckels drives 
to his countryside studio, located in a former 
gym with a view on the surrounding greenery. 
the studio allows for a much-needed change 
of perspective from the crowded chaos of the 
capital. “i need it, not only to build things, but 
also to have a different social setting which puts 
me in another mental state, a very conscious 
feeling that i need in order to work. and it slows 
me down. the drive alone, which gives me time 
to think, is inspirational in a way. it’s good to 
have opposing surroundings,” he says.

↓ 
www.pieterjanginckels.be

dReaM teaM diNeR NeoN, teamtank, 2010 / 
extRa haiR shoP editioN, guillaume Bijl, 
2012; Brussels apartment

Brussels apartment
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hUMaN disco BoNg (JUNioR), 2012. countryside studio

countryside studio

s.P.a.M. MUg multiple, 2011 yilMaz, 2012
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sarah Morris, New york

“ as aN artist,
you aLready

sPeNd too much
time aLoNe ”

cities have always played a major role in 
sarah morris’ paintings and films, so it’s not 
surprising she opted for New york as her home 
and workplace. “i like the speed, architecture 
and dynamic of it,” she says. While the studio 
space she works in has no direct influence on 
her art, the city certainly does: “When i first 
moved to New york i had a studio in times 
square because i wanted to be at the centre 
of everything, literally and symbolically.” When 
the neighborhood underwent a redevelopment, 
morris was forced to leave along with everyone 
else. she set up a new studio in chelsea and 
called it Parallax, just like the one she had left 
behind. the name is a reference to a movie by 
her favorite director alan J. Pakula. “it’s an 
automatic reaction for me to go to the studio. 
the only time i don’t come here is when i travel. 
i really like that it’s an industrial space with 
a strong import / export feeling,” morris says. 
and it’s handy for transporting her large-scale 
paintings as trucks can drive right into the 
building and into a lift. morris currently has 
about eight paintings on the go, as well as four 
films, and Parallax is buzzing with assistants 
and helpers: “i don’t want to be alone. as an 
artist you already spend too much time on 
your own.”

↓ 
sarah-morris.info
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idris KhaN, london

“ the exPerieNce  
of the Work is  

radicaLLy differeNt  
oNce it Leaves  

this sPace ”

after just one year in his Newington green 
studio, idris khan is looking to expand. this 
once-derelict space is rapidly growing too 
small for his bombastic artworks. “i’m hoping 
to kick the neighbours out,” he says with a 
smile. khan and his artist wife, annie, have 
built an impressive mezzanine to house their 
researchers and assistants and a host of glowing 
imacs. it’s a large-scale operation; fitting for 
such a large-scale artist. “i used to work in a 
smaller space on Wharf street. here, there are 
a lot more people, and all the assistants keep 
office hours.” an assistant is busy laying out 
papers with snatches of arabic text. “this is the 
difficult part,” khan confides, “as i don’t actually 
speak the language.” he grew up in an islamic 
family but renounced his faith at 14. his works 
that deal with islam, such as the devil’s Wall, 
currently showing in manchester, are among 
his most critically-acclaimed. some of his more 
recent works are labour-intensive in the extreme. 
his painted aluminium pieces take up to two 
weeks to harden, and require 12 different layers 
of gesso before being repeatedly sanded. the 
atmosphere here is one of organised chaos. 
there is a jumbled kitchen off to the side, and 
a changing mat for the couple’s newborn baby. 
on the floor are boxes of preliminary sketches 
for large-scale works. every surface is groaning 
with papers. the largest area, which houses the 
aluminum, is gallery-like in its structure and 
sparsity. “the experience of the work is radically 
different once it leaves this space,” he says. 

idris has exhibited in New york, Berlin, 
dubai, and London, but the setting where one 
can best hope to understand the work is right 
here in Newington green.
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